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Acido, ergo sum: Holger Hydén – the 
neuroscientist in Cortázar’s Hopscotch
Acido, ergo sum: Holger Hydén – o neurocientista em O Jogo da Amarelinha, de Cortázar
Guillermo Delgado, Bruno Estañol

Cette hypothèse paraît délirante 

Pauwels and Bergier, Le Matin des magiciens1

As stated in the Table of Instructions, Julio Cortázar’s 
Hopscotch (1963) is several books, but above all it is two ones. 
The rationale of the second is explained throughout the work 
written by Morelli, a fictional Italian author-philosopher. 
Moreover, the dispensable chapters are crucial in this latter 
book for understanding Morelli’s account. This cruciality is il-
lustrated in chapter 62, which encompass a Morelli’s note or 
Morelliana. While this is not in Hopscotch’s manuscript, it is 
not idle to speculate about its origin. Similar to the other dis-
pensable chapters in Hopscotch, it was supposedly written in 
parallel with the chapters of the first book. Perhaps Cortázar 
wrote it while sitting in a coffee shop, upon reading the news-
paper headlines over his breakfast1.

Morelli is presented as the literary theorist fed up with 
the psychological causality of narrative. He seeks an imper-
sonal drama: without Oedipus, without Rastignac, without 
Phaedra; in which certain individuals unintentionally influ-
ence the depth chemistry of the other and vice versa. There is 
an allusion in his unoriginal literary proposal to a particular 
Swedish who “is working on a chemical theory of thought.” 
The fictional author-philosopher’s interest in neuroscience 
is striking but not unexpected, inasmuch as he usually em-
braced enthusiastically the latest working hypotheses of 
physics and biology1.

Also in such chapter, the Hopscotch’s author includes a 
footnote, an excerpt from the French magazine L’Express, 
which discusses the address delivered in San Francisco by 
Swedish neuroscientist Holger Hydén (1917–2000), as seen in 
Figure, of the University of Göteborg, about his theories on 
the chemical nature of mental processes. His highly technical 
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ABSTRACT
The fictional Italian author Morelli is throughout the novel “Hopscotch” (1963) Julio Cortázar’s alter ego. This character proposes an unoriginal 
literary hypothesis in chapter 62. There is an allusion to a particular Swedish that ‘is working on a chemical theory of thought.’ The Swedish 
neuroscientist under analysis is Holger Hydén (1917-2000), by then professor and chairman of the Department of Histology at the University 
of Göteborg. Hydén, who was the first to work in neurobiological micromethods, is mentioned by Morelli due to his participation in a sympo-
sium held at the end of January 1961, in San Francisco. His pioneering work will never be completely forgotten, because Hydén’s neuroscien-
tific legacy lives and will live in Cortázar’s “Hopscotch”.
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RESUMO
O autor italiano de ficção Morelli atua, no romance “Jogo da Amarelinha” (1963), como o alter ego de Julio Cortázar. Este personagem propõe 
uma hipótese literária sem originalidade no capítulo 62. Há uma alusão a um sueco em particular que “está trabalhando em uma teoria 
química do pensamento”. O neurocientista sueco em questão é Holger Hydén (1917-2000), então professor e diretor do Departamento de 
Histologia da Universidade de Gotemburgo. Hydén, que foi o primeiro no uso de métodos para a microdissecção de neurônios individuais, 
é mencionado por Morelli devido a sua participação em um simpósio realizado em São Francisco, no final de janeiro de 1961. Seu trabalho 
pioneiro nunca será esquecido completamente porque seu legado neurocientífico vive e vai viver em “Jogo da Amarelinha”, de Cortázar.

Palavras-Chave: neurociências, biografia, Suécia, medicina na literatura, Argentina.
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presentation is reported at times in a sensationalistic man-
ner in this popular science piece1,2.

Hydén pioneered neurobiological micromethods3,4. 
At  the time of the now-famed symposium, he was the 
Professor and Chairman of the Department of Histology, po-
sitions he retained until his retirement in 19832,5. Hydén was 
born in Stockholm in 1917. At the age of 20 he entered the 
Karolinska Institutet as a medical student and received his 
MD in 1945. His PhD dissertation was entitled “Protein me-
tabolism in the nerve cell during growth and function”2. 
Hydén developed methods for the microdissection of sin-
gle neurons, and demonstrated that their content of ribo-
nucleic acid (RNA) and proteins increased in response to 
stimuli and learning situations2-4. He had earned an interna-
tional reputation already in the 1950s, and since this period 
he was a close friend of the author Arthur Koestler. He also 
served as Prorector of the University of Göteborg for two pe-
riods, Hydén in 2000 at the age of 832,3.

Th e symposium in question, organized by the University of 
California San Francisco Medical Center and held at the end 
of January 1961, was offi  cially devoted to the control of the 
mind5,6. Hydén presented his address “Biochemical Aspects 
of Brain Activity” and immediately made press headlines6,7: 
Th e following is the fragment that caught media attention5,6.

“In considering the problem of mind control, one fi nds that 
these data give rise to the following question: would it be pos-
sible to change the fundamental of the emotion and the sub-
jective experience of emotion-producing stimuli by inducing 
molecular changes in the biologically active substances of the 
brain? Th e RNA, in particular, is the main target for such spec-
ulation, since its molecular change may lead to a change in the 
protein being formed. A person may phrase the  question in 
diff erent words to modify the emphasis: do the experimental 
data presented here provide means to modify the mental state 
by specifi cally inducing chemical changes? Results pointing in 
that direction have been obtained; this work was carried out 
using a substance called tricyanoaminopropene (TRIAP)”. 

“Th e application of a substance changing the rate of pro-
duction and composition of RNA and provoking enzyme al-
terations in the functional units of the central nervous sys-
tem has both negative and positive aspects. Th ere is evidence 
that TRIAP administration is followed by an increased sug-
gestibility in men. Th us, a defi ned change of such a function-
ally important substance as the RNA in the brain could be 
used for conditioning. Th e author is not referring specifi cally 
to TRIAP, but to any substance inducing changes of biologi-
cally important molecules in the neurons and the glia and af-
fecting the mental state in a negative direction. It is not diffi  -
cult to imagine the possible uses to which a government in a 
police-controlled state could put this substance. On the oth-
er hand, a countermeasure against the eff ect of a substance 
such as TRIAP is not diffi  cult to imagine either”.

Evidence cited by Hydén for the TRIAP-related increased 
suggestibility comes from one study by Gomirato  et al.8. 
Th e Swedish neuroscientist is mentioned afresh in chap-
ter 99 by Horacio Oliveira, Hopscotch’s main character. Due 
to Hydén’s work on RNA, Oliveira paraphrases Cervantes’s 
well-known line and then does the same with Descartes, as 
follows: “Th inking is the result of the interaction of some 
acids whose name I do not wish to recall. Acido, ergo sum”1. 
Cortázar’s next novel, “62: A Model Kit” (1968), derives from 
Hopscotch’s chapter 62 as a partial realization of Morelli’s 
literary hypothesis9. Since we are not interested in studying 
analytically Morelli’s tricks, is suffi  cient to state that he has 
been identifi ed as Cortázar’s alter ego1,9.

Hydén’s pioneering work will never be completely for-
gotten, because his neuroscientifi c legacy lives and will live 
in Cortázar’s Hopscotch: “Th e novel that interests us is not 
one that places characters in a situation, but rather one that 
puts the situation in the characters. By means of this the 
latter cease to be characters and become people,” Morelli 
wrote it somewhere1,10.
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Figure. Holger Hydén. Photograph taken by Lennart Nilsson; 
reproduced with permission granted by professor Anders 
Hamberger (Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology, 
University of Göteborg).
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